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1 SIT-IN Overview

The SIT-IN (acronym for Integrated Territorial Infor-
mation System, in Italian) system integrates a histori-
cal database, providing information about the tempo-
ral evolution of territorial administrative partitions;
the Institute's GIS, providing the cartography of the
Italian territory down to the census tract level of de-
tail; a statistical data warehouse, providing spatio-
temporal data from a number of di�erent surveys;
and �nally an address normalizing/geo-matching sys-
tem, providing information about the limits of census
tracts (e.g. portions of streets or the sides of town
squares).

SIT-IN has a three-layer/multi-tier architecture.

Layer 3. The data level is composed of a few RDB in-
stances. In particular, on top of the spatial database,
the spatial data engine allows eÆcient access and ma-
nipulation of geographical data.

Layer 2. This layer consists of various application
servers, particularly: (i) a Java server, handling the
communications to and from the databases; (ii) an
Internet Map Server, allowing cartography serving on
the Web; (iii) a Report Server, dynamically generat-
ing HTML pages of statistical tables.

Layer 1. The system-user interaction is enabled by
Java applets and \classical" HTTP calls for the dy-
namic generation of HTML pages.
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2 Signi�cance for Database Applica-
tions

The system addresses the following de�ciencies of cur-
rent commercial systems:

Dynamic dimension instances. Commercial
OLAP systems do not consider dynamic dimen-
sions [2]. The spatial partition of a territory is an ex-
ample of such a dimension. Consider for instance the
administrative subdivision of a country territory into
a hierarchy of regions, provinces and towns. There
are several factors a�ecting the dynamics of this hi-
erarchy: a town may be re-assigned to a di�erent
province, towns and provinces could be renamed, new
towns and provinces can be introduced (typically from
part of the territory of other towns and provinces),
border \adjustments" could be established by admin-
istrative laws.

This dynamic behaviour has of course an inu-
ence on any time-dependent data analysis process. In
SIT-IN, this was overcome by implementing a gen-
eral spatio-temporal data model which completely de-
scribes the possible mutations in time of the objects
of interest, e.g. object birth and destruction, modi�-
cation of object properties (borders, name, statistics,
etc.), and object inclusion in a less detailed object.
Our model can be viewed as an extension of \the de-
scription of change with respect to states of existence
and non-existence for identi�able objects" proposed
by the authors of [1]. Figure 1 schematically repre-
sents the evolution of an Italian region (Lombardia)
after the creation of two new provinces.

From another point of view, this schema is an im-
plementation of a multidimensional model with space
acting as a \dynamic dimension" [2].

Spatio-temporal visualization of data. Exist-
ing commercial GIS's and DBMS's still do not have
enough features to e�ectively visualize the temporal
aspects of spatial data. In fact, GIS's structure data
in layers, without providing tools to model the tem-



Figure 1: Temporal evolution of Lombardia provinces

poral evolution of a layer; while, DBMS's, although
o�ering speci�c features for the management of tem-
poral and spatial data, lack primitives and operators
for the e�ective integrated management of the two
aspects. In SIT-IN, layers are dynamically generated
according to the chosen time stamp, and data refer-
ring to territorial objects in a given time are mapped
to the appropriate polygon.

3 What will be demonstrated

We will demonstrate what follows.
Spatio-temporal selection. SIT-IN enables its
users to perform time-dependent roll-up and drill-
down operations, by automatically selecting the cor-
rect time-dependent territorial hierarchies.

Figure 2: A time series on a dynamic dimension: yearly
resident population in the Lombardia region from 1988 to
1993.

Visualization of territory evolution. The tem-
poral evolution of the area of interest is dynamically
visualized on a set of temporal geographic maps. For
each distinct version of the territorial partition a dif-
ferent layer is generated and the evolution of objects
is highlighted by establishing a 1-1 correspondence

between objects and colours. The system determines
the \relevant" objects to display by computing the
connected components on the evolution graph.
Multidimensional navigation. The spatio-
temporal selection is used as the access plane to the
navigation through aggregate data. Each dynamic
report table refers to the chosen time stamp and set
of territorial entities. Dynamic dimensions are e�ec-
tively managed.
Time series of aggregated data. A time-slice se-
lection of spatial aggregated data can be \extruded"
along the time dimension to produce a time series of
spatial data which takes into account the heterogene-
ity of the space dimension. (Figure 2)
Dynamic integration of users' data. Users can
dynamically link their own data to the system. As
an example of such a mechanism, we implemented a
function for dynamic geographic theme building and
visualization based on users' data. Figure 3 shows the
dynamic thematic map generation obtained from the
population density values of the Lombardia provinces
in 1991 and 1994.

Figure 3: Thematic maps: population densities of the
Lombardia provinces in 1991 and 1994.
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